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‘‘What is the FDA
Going to Think?’’:
Negotiating Values
through Reflective
and Strategic
Category Work in
Microbiome Science

Katherine W. Darling1, Angie M. Boyce2,
Mildred K. Cho3, and Pamela L. Sankar4

Abstract
The US National Institute of Health’s Human Microbiome Project aims to
use genomic techniques to understand the microbial communities that live
on the human body. The emergent field of microbiome science brought
together diverse disciplinary perspectives and technologies, thus facilitating
the negotiation of differing values. Here, we describe how values are
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conceptualized and negotiated within microbiome research. Analyzing
discussions from a series of interdisciplinary workshops conducted with
microbiome researchers, we argue that negotiations of epistemic, social, and
institutional values were inextricable from the reflective and strategic cate-
gory work (i.e., the work of anticipating and strategizing around divergent
sets of institutional categories) that defined and organized the microbiome as
an object of study and a potential future site of biomedical intervention.
Negotiating the divergence or tension between emerging scientific and reg-
ulatory classifications also activated ‘‘values levers’’ and opened up reflective
discussions of how classifications embody values and how these values might
differ across domains. These data suggest that scholars at the intersections of
science and technology studies, ethics, and policy could leverage such
openings to identify and intervene in the ways that ethical/regulatory and
scientific/technical practices are coproduced within unfolding research.

Keywords
engagement, intervention, ethics, Ethical Legal and Social Implications

Introduction

Phase one of US National Institutes of Health (NIH) Human Microbiome

Project (HMP) launched in 2006, with the goal of collecting, analyzing,

storing, and publishing the reference genomes of microbial communities

from the following five sites on the human body: the nasal passages, oral

cavities, skin, gastrointestinal tract, and urogenital tract (The NIH HMP

Working Group 2009).1 The ambition of the HMP coalesced with new

technologies that have dramatically altered research practices in micro-

biology. While traditional techniques depended on culturing and isolating

individual microbes in a laboratory, new metagenomic techniques allow

researchers to examine genetic material from complete microbial commu-

nities without the need for cultivation (National Institutes of Health Office

of Strategic Coordination—The Common Fund 2014). HMP leaders char-

acterized the project as the ‘‘logical conceptual and experimental exten-

sion of Human Genome Project’’ (Turnbaugh et al. 2007, 804).

The variability, complexity, instability, and dynamic nature of microbial

communities pose new challenges for genomics and allied fields such as

metagenomics and microbial ecology (Turnbaugh et al. 2007). These chal-

lenges have led researchers to adopt increasingly diverse approaches to

research design (Kuczynski et al. 2012), including methods such as
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community surveys and shotgun metagenomics and new technologies, such

as stool transplantation, 16S ribosomal RNA and whole-genome sequen-

cing, transplant of human microbial communities into mice, and perso-

nalized culture collections (Kuczynski et al. 2012; Ursell et al. 2012).

The project also reflected the ongoing convergence of biomedicine and

genomics with informatics and computing practices (Chow-White and

Garcı́a-Sancho 2012) and aimed to break down the longstanding ‘‘artificial

barriers’’ between medical and environmental microbiology (Turnbaugh

et al. 2007, 804).

Thus, through the HMP, the classifications, methods, and disciplines that

would make up the emerging field of microbiome science were being

actively negotiated. Evoking oncoming paradigm shifts and uncertainty

within early scientific articles, microbiome researchers challenged funda-

mental questions such as: What is a pathogen? What is a microbiome? Is

it an ‘‘organ?’’ An ecosystem? Is there one microbiome or many? What

defines a ‘‘healthy’’ microbiome? (Foxman et al. 2008; Ursell et al.

2012). This range of technologies and approaches, coupled with research-

ers’ active struggles to define and operationalize the microbiome, made the

HMP an apt case for our own interest in generating new ways to engage bio-

medical researchers in discussions about how values and ethics shape their

work (Sankar 2007).

Within science and technology studies (STS), the fact that technoscien-

tific practices and ethical regimes are coproduced is well established

(Jasanoff 2004; Reardon 2005). Implicitly and explicitly, ethics, politics,

and values are embedded within the technical practices and professional

norms of research communities; scientists make judgments about what is

good, moral, or obligatory as they carry out their work. In the process, scien-

tific and social orders are coproduced. As Longino (2004, 127) argues, expli-

cit articulation and critical examination of values (e.g., describing which

values, and whose values, play a role and how) can ‘‘be good for science,’’

producing more robust, and perhaps more just, scientific practices and results.

However, developing methods and practical approaches for identifying and

intervening in processes of coproduction, and facilitating the articulation and

examination of values, remain ongoing challenges. Recognizing the copro-

duction of technoscience and ethics, what methods and forms of engagement

can enable the explicit articulation of the values, ethics, and assumptions

implicated in research practices? How can their contestation, integration, and

feedback into ongoing research be facilitated?

To explore these questions, we developed an intervention-based work-

shop method. In our workshops, we asked researchers to identify ‘‘values’’
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by naming abstract principles and motivating concepts (e.g., privacy,

fundability, and practicality). Values underpin actions that construct and

define categories and shape how scientists prioritize or weigh different

choices or make judgments and decisions. We therefore see values as inex-

tricably linked to processes of social judgments about what is good, right,

moral, beneficial, harmful, risky, or dangerous within a particular context

or community of practice. Following Verbeek (2006), we sought to unpack

how scientists ‘‘materialize morality’’ and build concrete answers to the

ethical question of ‘‘how to act’’ in the design of studies and technologies.

We drew on insights from STS, bioethics, constructive technology assess-

ment (CTA), and ‘‘values and design’’ concepts (Shilton, Koepfler, and

Fleischmann 2012) to create this method and analyze our data. In particular,

we draw on the concept of ‘‘values levers,’’ which are activities that ‘‘pry

open’’ discussions about the connection of social values to the design of

technologies and information systems (Shilton 2013).

Drawing our data together with insights from the sociology of classifica-

tions, we argue that, in microbiome research, the unfolding of values and

ethics takes place in a lively space of multiple convergences (Bowker and

Star 1999, 82)—where multiple classification systems and communities of

practice, including genomics, informatics, bioethics, infectious disease, and

food and drug regulation, are co-constructing one another. In this space,

researchers perform what Bowker and Star (1999, 311) call category work,

juggling the tensions between classification systems and multiple member-

ships in their communities of practice and negotiating the naturalization of

objects and values. Categories naturalize particular orderings of people and

things by focusing on particular aspects of objects or concepts at the

expense of other characteristics, expressing values in so doing. Embedded

within one or more communities of practice, categories form classification

systems, which are in turn central to producing knowledge, maintaining

information systems, and organizing institutional logics, such as procedures

of peer review and risk assessment, or ethical and regulatory approval, or

the epistemic practices of particular disciplines. While classification sys-

tems operate as boundary objects that can facilitate collaboration without

requiring consensus, when there is friction or tension between particular

categories within different or overlapping communities or domains, the

black-boxed or taken-for-granted values and assumptions underlying cate-

gories can open up.

As they encountered these frictions, we found that researchers engaged

in what we call reflective and strategic category work—practices of align-

ment, critique, calibration, commensuration, and anticipation around
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institutionalized categories. As researchers opened up black-boxed categories,

they reflected on frictions between categories, values, and practices

across disciplinary boundaries and discussed their strategies around

categories in their interactions, such as with institutional review boards

(IRBs) and regulatory and funding agencies. In this article, we describe

how the reflective and strategic category work served as a values lever

in our workshops.

First, we explain how we initially developed the workshop-based meth-

ods, adapting concepts and approaches from CTA (Rip, Misa, and Schot

1995) and value-sensitive design (VSD; Friedman 1997) as alternatives to

traditional bioethics approaches. Then we describe the workshop method.

Next, we discuss examples of category work drawn from key exchanges

that occurred in the workshops as researchers navigated the contact of cate-

gories across the domains of scientific disciplines, ethics, and policy. We

have selected key moments that illustrate when and how researchers per-

ceived that classifications, practices, or technical systems related to partic-

ular values and identified their processes of valuation and prioritization.

Finally, we conclude by discussing the strengths and limitations of our

approach and the potential contributions of eliciting and examining cate-

gory work for future efforts to study, reflect on, and intervene in the unfold-

ing coproduction of science and ethics.

Goal and Approach: Integrating Reflection in
Unfolding Research

Traditional approaches to bioethics have been limited by the assumptions

about when and how to analyze and intervene in biomedical research. The

US Ethical Legal and Social Implications (ELSI) Program, created as a part

of the Human Genome Project and continued as part of the National Human

Genome Research Institute (NHGRI), has institutionalized and formalized a

set of practices that are meant to mitigate the ‘‘implications’’ of genomic

research and genetic technologies by anticipating regulatory law early on

in a project and adhering to bioethical principles (Reardon 2013). ELSI

projects typically run separately from the scientific projects they examine

and often take a downstream approach, examining the future effects of

research once it has already been conceived and implemented. However,

ELSI scholars and bioethicists have increasingly argued that downstream

approaches will be inadequate and ineffective unless efforts to identify

social and ethical issues are integrated into research as it unfolds (Cho

et al. 2008; Fisher, Mahajan, and Mitcham 2006; Schuurbiers 2011). In the
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following description of our goals and methods, we explain how we sought

to address this challenge of integration by adapting existing strategies (CTA

and VSD), approaches which have been used primarily to examine design

issues in engineering and information technology, to fit in the context of

biomedical science.

The goal of our larger project was to adapt the CTA framework as a strat-

egy to encourage and enable researchers to consider social context and val-

ues during the planning of large scientific endeavors and within their

research design practices. CTA proponents have advanced methods, such

as meetings and workshops, designed to broaden the scope of societal and

ethical concerns addressed in early design and development phases of tech-

nologies (Rip, Misa, and Schot 1995). Such an anticipatory or precautionary

approach, they argued, could help circumvent harmful or unanticipated con-

sequences by generating reflection early on in the life of a project (Schot

and Rip 1996). Similar workshop methodologies and feedback interviews

with scientists have recently been used to assess and analyze guiding

visions in the emergent field of ecogenomics (Roelofsen et al. 2010). These

frameworks informed our goal of developing a more ‘‘real-time’’ analysis

of how ethics and social values are implicated within unfolding research

practices, particularly eliciting the perspectives and experiences of

researchers themselves.

Our analytic strategy aligned with approaches from ‘‘values and

design,’’ an umbrella term Shilton, Koepfler, and Fleischmann (2012) use

to bring together VSD and values in design (Knobel and Bowker 2011;

Nissenbaum and Gaboury 2012). Such approaches have been used to

encourage attention to values within all phases of technology development

by fostering concern for social and moral concerns early on within discus-

sions about the design of technologies and information systems. Shilton’s

(2013, 3) ethnography of a computer science laboratory identifies how par-

ticular activities throughout different stages of technology development

activated values levers, enabling computer scientists to consider decisions

about features of the system they were building as values questions and

helping them ‘‘build consensus around social values as design criteria.’’

While these previous studies have explored a range of social values, most

have been centered on the values of privacy and antisurveillance, a key area

of concern for information systems. Since information systems play a cen-

tral role in metagenomic science (Bietz and Lee 2009), values and design

approaches fit well in the HMP context. HMP leaders expressed sensitivity

to values and evoked the need to balance the researchers’ desire for data

sharing and the concern for privacy within the initiative (Turnbaugh et al.
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2007). Post-genomic research methods are imbricated with computational

methods and computing practices within many other areas of contemporary

biomedical research (Clarke et al. 2010; Chow-White and Garcı́a-Sancho

2012), creating future possibilities for this kind of engagement and analysis.

Workshop Method and Data

Between 2010 and 2012, we facilitated three half-day workshops with a

total of twenty-five microbiome scientists. For each workshop, we recruited

eight to ten researchers, including scientists funded by the HMP, as well as

researchers whose work reflected the diverse research on understanding

microbial communities living in human body sites that characterized the

emergent field of microbiome science. We used searches of biomedical lit-

erature to identify scientists conducting relevant research in the San Fran-

cisco Bay Area, where we held the workshops. We invited participants

by e-mail and explained that the NIH had funded our research, which

included the plan to conduct a series of workshops with microbiome scien-

tists. It is possible that this feature of our project shifted the power dynamics

of the workshops or made researchers more likely to participate and more

open to our questions and to the activities we introduced at the workshops.

Participants came from ecology, genomics, bioinformatics, dentistry, and

several medical specialties. They ranged from postdoctoral fellows to very

senior researchers. Given the relatively small world of microbiome science,

we do not report demographic information and have excluded details of

researchers’ identities to maintain confidentiality. Participants included for-

eign and US researchers and roughly equal numbers of men and women.

We conceptualized the workshops as a series of independent but linked

events and tried out different prompts or challenges in each one. We experi-

mented with interventions that often served a dual purpose, generating

material for own analysis by encouraging researchers to talk about issues

and problems they encountered in their own terms and provoking the

researchers to think about ‘‘value’’ and ‘‘technical’’ concerns in new ways.

A key challenge in this process was developing activities that elicited

in-depth and wide-ranging discussions in a language and style accessible

to researchers and that simultaneously denaturalized or shifted their

assumptions about what kinds of choices, decisions, or practices entail

ethics and values. While STS scholars are habituated to analyzing the ways

values and morals imbricate scientific practices and are encoded and built

into the technical infrastructures of research, scientists are more accus-

tomed to drawing distinct boundaries between ‘‘scientific’’ and ‘‘ethical’’
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concerns in the pursuit of ‘‘good science.’’ For example, in his efforts to

increase awareness about how decisions made in a genomics lab might have

shaped the values embodied in the research, Fisher (2007) found that his

first challenge was simply to get the genome scientists to recognize that

they even made such decisions.

We hoped to facilitate discussions about scientists’ own research prac-

tices, beyond perceived ‘‘bioethical’’ concerns and that included eco-

nomic, scientific, and professional concerns. We used a broad definition

of a value (ideas about what is valuable, important, or right) to call atten-

tion to different processes of valuation and variously defined and con-

tested values. Through past experience in organizing similar

discussions, we found that the language of ‘‘values’’ invited discussion

of questions beyond what scientists usually thought of as ‘‘bioethics’’ or

‘‘ELSI’’ concerns. We hoped that values language might encourage

pauses or openings that could open up new ways to recognize and articu-

late values at play. We posed open-ended questions such as, how do you

define risks or benefits in your research? What would you like to see come

out of microbiome research in ten years? We used quotations from past

workshops and from interviews with other genome researchers and vign-

ettes describing microbiome research to spark conversations. We asked

participants to identify the values they saw reflected in the choices or per-

spective the quotes conveyed. By asking researchers to talk about ‘‘any-

thing’’ they valued in their research or considered a ‘‘risk’’ or

‘‘benefit,’’ we elicited wide-ranging discussions.

We additionally asked researchers to undertake several design chal-

lenges and asked them to explain what they saw as the ‘‘trade-offs’’ of par-

ticular research methods, directions, and technologies. We developed

activities based on participants’ research and created challenges similar to

what they confronted in their daily work. We asked them to write proposal

abstracts or outlines, meet deadlines, think on their feet, and collaborate and

compete with their peers. To create experiences that demanded making

decisions or weighing trade-offs and approximated real time, we sometimes

changed the rules midway through an exercise. For example, during an

exercise when we asked them to write brief proposals that would be judged

in a mock review, we announced that instead of three grants, only one

would be funded, so the group needed to debate and choose the most mer-

itorious one. These discussions produced lively exchanges and approxi-

mated the dynamics that might be observed during routine research

design meetings, where decisions are constrained by deadlines but need

to be discussed, justified, and explained.
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These methods are not without their own challenges and limitations. In

adopting the workshop format, we traded opportunities for long-term, in

situ engagement with a particular lab for a short-term intervention-based

approach. Ethnography enables more naturalistic engagement with ongoing

research practices than a workshop setting. However, the compressed for-

mat of our interdisciplinary workshops sparked interactions and discussions

characteristic of research design work but that do not require prolonged

presence in a lab and provided a demarcated space and time for discussion

and reflection. Indeed, the workshops’ directed exchanges and activities

encouraged interdisciplinary dialogue between researchers who, while

members of the broad community of researchers engaged in microbiome

science, did not work within one lab. Researchers could discuss practices

diffusely located temporally and spatially, rather than sited in a particular

‘‘laboratory’’ space. As facilitators with different disciplinary perspectives

and skills, we tried to create a forum for researchers to provide detailed and

thoughtful oral accounts of their ongoing work. Yet as we discuss in the

conclusion, integrating the kinds of reflections we were able to elicit into

decisions about research as they unfold remains a key challenge.

Our approach sought to blur the boundaries between technical and values

questions, using broad definition of values to spur discussion. While this strat-

egy was evocative, it sometimes created a sense of ambiguity about whether

and how researchers saw themselves facing value questions, objective techni-

cal questions, or questions which were simultaneously sociotechnical. Ambi-

guity can provoke frustrations and possible miscommunications, for example,

at the end of one session, a participant lamented that we did not have more time

to ‘‘talk about ethics’’ during the workshop (facilitator’s field notes). However,

we found ambiguity can also be a powerful research strategy, as Gaver, Beaver,

and Benford (2003) argue, because it encourages people to ‘‘start grappling

conceptually with systems and their contexts’’ and therefore build a deeper

relationship with those systems.

Our meetings were taped and transcribed, with participants’ permission,

and the facilitators wrote brief field notes about the proceedings. These

transcripts and field notes served as the main data sources for this article.

Two primary analysts identified key activities that provoked workshop par-

ticipants to pose questions, identify challenges or problems, and reflect on

their own perspectives and choices. Using Shilton’s (2013) ‘‘values levers’’

as a sensitizing concept in our analysis (Blumer 1969) was important to our

goal of addressing values prospectively, keeping close to the ground of

ongoing design practices, rather than developing a critique retrospectively

and from a disciplinary distance.2 Analysts independently read the field
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notes and transcripts. They identified and summarized exchanges between

researchers and the facilitators, wrote analytic memos about these vignettes,

and circulated the memos to the research team.

Discussion: Key Moments of Reflective and Strategic
Category Work

Caught within a flux of emergent and unstable categories from different

domains, the microbiome researchers who participated in the workshops

engaged in practices of alignment, critique, calibration, commensuration,

anticipation, and strategy around institutionalized categories such as

‘‘health,’’ ‘‘social implications,’’ and ‘‘risk.’’ The friction between cate-

gories and values across different communities of practice at times elicited

reflection from researchers, but at other times incited strategy and even pro-

voked moments of frustration. They thus undertook reflective and strategic

category work.3 In particular, questions about definitions and classifications

of health and disease recurred throughout the workshops. Clarke et al.

(2010) have pointed out the ways that ‘‘health’’ operates a moral imperative

in and of itself. As biomedical technologies and practice become embedded

in everyday life, designers of biomedical technologies materialize morality

(Verbeek 2006) by embedding normative—and often taken for granted—

prescriptions about how individuals and institutions should enact ‘‘health.’’

Researchers discussed how health and disease were variously defined,

enacted, and enforced in their work and shaped by disciplinary lenses, and

the priorities and values of regulatory and funding agencies. As we show,

detailed attention to category work around categories such as ‘‘health’’

clarifies how researchers’ negotiation of institutionalized categories is

inflected through specific regulatory, epistemic, and social values, and how

these institutionalized categories, in turn, embody values.

Researchers performed category work when they encountered frictions

between the categories that organize different disciplines or funding and

regulatory institutions. In these moments, they reflected on, strategized

around, and negotiated values. They identified, anticipated, critiqued, and

analyzed institutional categories and values and discussed how those cate-

gories and values shaped their everyday research practices. When they

engaged in reflective category work, they were able to elaborate on what

they were doing and why it was important, problematic, or challenging, and

we could more clearly see values at work within these key moments and

exchanges. When they engaged in strategic category work, they attempted

to smooth frictions between their research practices and institutional
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categories and values. Key moments provided ‘‘pauses’’ and created

‘‘openings’’ for the potential articulations of values and made researchers’

values and practices of valuation visible to us, the analysts, as they con-

sidered how the values and assumptions of particular categories differed

across communities of practice. Thus, category work served as ‘‘values

levers’’ that prompted reflection, strategy, and, at times, frustration.

In discussing our data, we use category work to make visible how values

are articulated and negotiated by communities of practices within and

across these coproduced domains. This concept therefore provided a win-

dow into how researchers experience and navigate coproduction through

their ‘‘multiple memberships’’ (Bowker and Star 1999). Tuning in when

scientists reflectively or strategically engage in category work can therefore

open up questions of values in science without necessarily starting from an

upfront or confrontational demand that scientists dissolve the distinction

between the scientific and social. Rather, perhaps values and category work

could provide an accessible language for describing how researchers them-

selves encounter, experience, and actively negotiate the kind of work

entailed by the process STS scholars know as coproduction.

Subsequently, we show how specific examples of category work served

as a values lever within the following three areas: (1) interdisciplinary col-

laboration and different definitions of ‘‘health,’’ ‘‘disease,’’ ‘‘individuals,’’

and ‘‘populations’’; (2) navigating the feedback between anticipated ‘‘social

implications’’ and current research design; and (3) anticipating science pol-

icy and regulation by crafting fundability. Researchers approached category

work with a different mixture of reflection, strategy, and frustration in each

of these areas.

Reflective Category Work in Interdisciplinary Collaboration

Researchers brought together in our workshops readily reflected on the

challenges of interdisciplinary collaboration. Conversation across disci-

plines forced researchers to confront unfamiliar or contradictory assump-

tions and allowed researchers to contemplate perspectives from other

disciplinary positions. Interdisciplinary dialogue operated as a values lever

that pried open space for reflection and led them to discuss how differing

classifications of microbial communities, populations, health, and disease

were embedded within their research paradigms and practices.

Clinicians and microbial ecologists valued different strategies and

approaches for defining and managing health and disease. A particularly

lively exchange from the second workshop involved three participants: an
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infectious disease scientist interested in developing new clinical diagnostics

and two microbial ecologists. The infectious disease scientist began by criti-

cizing current microbiome research for not being ‘‘designed with the goal of

being applicable,’’ because research had targeted a few individuals rather

than a population (researcher 22, workshop 2). He asked, ‘‘How can you say

that the findings . . . will translate to a population or to a patient population or

any other group?’’ His critique opened a discussion about how to best study

and clinically manage the complexity of an individual patient’s microbiome.

In response, a microbial ecologist called this a ‘‘perfect example of conflicts

in interdisciplinary research,’’ contrasting ‘‘Western medicine’’ and its value

of ‘‘one treatment for everyone’’ with a viewpoint from conservation biology

that assumes that ‘‘of course you have to treat everyone differently because it

is a whole different ecosystem’’ (researcher 7, workshop 2).

Researcher 22’s discussion of the tensions between the goals of custo-

mizing therapies and generalizing research results to develop ‘‘one drug for

everyone’’ provoked researcher 7 to articulate the difference between how

an ecologist and a biomedical clinician might conceive of treating micro-

biomes. The researcher turned the interdisciplinary conflict into a creative

opportunity to think about how best to treat patients. Reflecting on different

ways of categorizing patient populations, she performed category work and

aligned categories from ecology and ecosystem management with

approaches that consider patients to be complex ecosystems treated with

individualized or personalized therapies—an approach the clinician cri-

tiqued for being inconsistent with current clinical and regulatory practices

reliant on broadly generalizable data from large scale clinical trials. Then

another microbial ecologist spoke up:

What you are describing is actually the polar ends of what is really a conti-

nuum. The continuum embodies a classification scheme that starts with one

world, one ‘health’, one thing, and it ends with six billion things, if it is a

person-centric issue. But in between, there are all different levels and layers

of hierarchy in classification, in lumping and splitting. And [this] will affect

you in some ways with practicality as a value: what is it that is practical to

study and practical to do in terms of intervention, which is a changing thing.

(researcher 9, workshop 2)

Researcher 9 intervened by describing how the classification practices of

‘‘lumping and splitting’’ patient populations are integral to everyday prac-

tices of microbiome research design. He described a spectrum of choices

between classifying 6 billion people, individually or grouping them
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together as ‘‘one world.’’ Engaging the world as a phenomenon that

demands categorizing, researchers’ category work is constrained by prag-

matic choices, forging a ‘‘do-able’’ research problem and feasible medical

intervention (Fujimura 1987). But, what assumptions might the value of

practicality encode? Researcher 9’s view of practicality as a ‘‘changing

thing’’ both underscores the emergent nature of the microbiome as a

scientific object and shows how dynamic perceptions of ‘‘practical con-

straints’’ affect research design in the present.

In a later exchange, a facilitator asked a microbial ecologist how she saw

these two alternative goals identified by the participants—curing disease or

maintaining health—influencing research design questions or future

population-level and individual-level interventions. The microbial ecologist

observed that in addition to promised individualized treatments, population-

level guidelines that increase cesarean sections, promote breast-feeding

infants, or alter antibiotic exposures are all thought to ‘‘manipulate the

microbiome and potentially alter healthy development or promote health’’

(researcher 21, workshop 2). She qualified her observation by wondering

about the clinical perspective, ‘‘However, not being a clinician, and I don’t

know . . . what percentage of your practice time is really spent thinking

about what promotes health versus what cures disease.’’ In this example,

as researchers identified different ways human microbiomes could be

shifted or manipulated, prioritizing or spending time on ‘‘promoting health’’

or ‘‘curing disease’’ were valued differently across disciplinary divides.

Another interdisciplinary discussion explored how research priorities

form within the field of microbiome science. A microbiologist interested

in applying ecological theory to the human microbiome noted how various

disciplines might approach prioritization, wondering whether the

approaches of conservation biologists, the ‘‘clinicians of the plant and ani-

mal world,’’ could have lessons for microbiome scientists and vice versa

(researcher 7, workshop 1). While in human studies there was an ‘‘advan-

tage’’ over geographic ecosystems because clinical definitions of human

health and disease provided clear rationales for prioritization, could ques-

tions about how to define a ‘‘healthy system’’ be useful for conservation

biology and clinical medicine? ‘‘It would be really interesting to see what

conservation biologists deem as worthy of prioritizing,’’ she reflected, con-

tinuing, ‘‘ . . . and what can we learn as human microbiome researchers from

all the research they’ve done in managing their ecosystems?’’ The question

of how to prioritize research projects was therefore a place where values,

especially questions about prioritizing, and interdisciplinary differences

in approaches to category work came to the fore.
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Confronting different disciplinary perspectives in the workshop served

as a values lever that allowed researchers to inhabit, explore, and reflect

upon their own perspectives and compare them to other disciplinary per-

spectives. In the previous examples, researchers did this by performing

interdisciplinary alignments and contrasts. In the previous examples,

researcher 9 made connections between disciplinary classifications by

drawing them together within one continuum. Researcher 21 puts herself

in the position of the clinician, trying to see how her emphasis on promoting

health would look from the perspective of someone who focused their time

on treating disease, while researcher 7 tries to make medicine familiar by

recasting conservation biologists as clinicians of the environment and con-

trasting ‘‘clear’’ definitions of health with murky ones from conservation

biology. They navigated this terrain through reflective category work—not-

ing a disjuncture and creating alignments between different sets of cate-

gories or processes of classification. In the process, researchers critically

examined research trajectories and design processes (e.g., how many and

what kind of participants to include and how to define and operationalize

the ‘‘healthy state’’ of the microbiome). These conversations opened up

fundamental scientific questions, such as the meaning of health and disease

and the conflict between the complexity of interconnected biological eco-

systems and demands for generalizable and clinically applicable results.

Research Design Strategy: Reflecting on ‘‘Risks,’’ ‘‘Benefits,’’ and
‘‘Social Implications’’

While researchers engaged primarily in reflective category work within

conversations about interdisciplinarity, as they discussed the social implica-

tions of emerging microbiome research, they exhibited a mixture of strategy

and reflection as well as frustration. The ways they grappled with antici-

pated future implications of microbiome science were entangled with con-

crete research practices and everyday ethical concerns. Navigating this

feedback loop between anticipated future implications and current research

practices served as a values lever.

In one design challenge, we asked participants to write a research pro-

posal and then informed them that they needed to revise it to address the

‘‘social implications’’ of their research, a common requirement that

researchers must justify when they seek funding. The teams interpreted the

term ‘‘social implications’’ differently and thus expressed different con-

cerns about the risks and benefits of microbiome manipulation. One post-

doctoral researcher shared her team’s frustration about the revision
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process and described how they adapted the proposal to ‘‘put in as much

social impact as possible’’ by emphasizing the ‘‘potential to revolutionize

public health’’ (researcher 5, workshop 3). A facilitator asked the team to

elaborate on their concerns, and another team member said, ‘‘[The social

implications] were sort of obvious to us, but maybe they weren’t explicit

enough, so we were trying to make them more explicit’’ (researcher 1,

workshop 3). Another team member added, ‘‘We likened it to marketing

almost.’’

Another team interpreted the ‘‘social implications’’ to signal the possible

risks of microbiome interventions. Rather than revising the description of

the future possible applications, they redesigned their study to add an aim

that investigated how to ‘‘prevent the spread of [introduced] genes to

untreated populations’’ (researcher 11, workshop 3). Asked by a facilitator

to explain this decision, researcher 11 likened the risk of manipulating the

microbiome to risks associated with genetically modified organisms. She

explained that in considering clinical treatments that manipulate the compo-

sition of microbial communities, she felt they needed to be able to interrupt

the process, if it ‘‘[ran] wild in the population,’’ and would ‘‘spread’’ and

‘‘impact’’ ‘‘non-treated populations.’’

Later, a facilitator asked if any other groups considered the potential neg-

ative consequences of their work in making the revisions. Researcher 11

used the example of antimicrobial resistance to explain the team’s rationale

for adopting this precautionary approach, ‘‘I guess I am thinking in terms of

historically and antimicrobials and their widespread use and now we are

reaping the rewards of not really understanding that—this system—prop-

erly.’’ A postdoctoral researcher from the team that had revised their pro-

posal by making the ‘‘revolutionary potential’’ more apparent then asked

for clarification about the exercise, ‘‘Whoever wrote [social implications

in the exercise] inclusively means also these negative impacts? . . .
[Our team] did not bring that up at all as a social impact’’ (researcher 5,

workshop 3). Researcher 11 responded, ‘‘You need to think of your research

in the context of your research [impact] being positive or negative.’’ Here,

the exercise and the ambiguity and conceptual slippage from ‘‘social impli-

cations’’ to ‘‘social impact’’ served as a values lever by provoking one team

to fundamentally redesign their proposed experiment and another to unpack

their assumptions about social implications as a category.

While one team exhibited a more strategic mode by likening the articu-

lation of social implications to marketing practices, another team enacted a

more reflective mode by making analogies to the risks of genetically mod-

ified organisms and antimicrobial resistance. Their exchange shows how a
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design exercise that asked researchers to interpret and operationalize ‘‘social

implications’’ within their own thinking and research design practices created

space for researchers to reinterpret the mandate to ‘‘address social implica-

tions’’ through revisions to their research design and created a ‘‘teachable

moment’’ wherein two researchers discussed and unpacked their assumptions

about a taken-for-granted category. This teachable moment was enabled by

the workshop’s use of a design challenge to ground the conversation about

social implications within a collaborative scientific activity.

Researchers’ anticipation of future clinical uses of metagenomic tech-

nologies also opened discussion of the blurry definitions of pathogens and

boundaries between biomedical research and clinical practice. During one

workshop, a researcher and clinician began to explain some of the chal-

lenges he had encountered in the development of metagenomic-based diag-

nostic technology: ‘‘What we have been struggling with is this big issue of

the complexity that is introduced [to diagnosis] by introducing metage-

nomics technology’’ within a hospital that regulates biomedical research

through an IRB and regulates diagnostic tests through procedures mandated

by the Clinical and Laboratory Improvement Amendments or CLIA

(researcher 22, workshop 1). In order to mitigate risks to patients and con-

sumers, the CLIA along with the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

regulates commercially available diagnostic tests and the clinical labora-

tories that conduct them. While the IRB is responsible for granting ethical

approval for research, the clinicians in the hospital use FDA-approved tests

conducted in a CLIA-certified laboratory for diagnostic purposes. Conduct-

ing metagenomic research required navigating the risk categories of the

three regulatory apparatuses at the nexus of future markets and current clin-

ical practice and research. He described how this situation created uncertain

scientific and ethical terrains, sharing that he had been ‘‘struggling’’ with

the issue of reporting results to patients. Illustrating the complexities, he

asked the group whether they should only inform patients about detection

of pathogens and not commensal bacteria, novel pathogens, or even,

‘‘potential pathogens’’ of unknown clinical significance. He asked:

. . . what are the ethics involved in actually reporting something like that to a

patient? . . . . I mean this is something that we hadn’t brought up [before the

study]. We had brought up the fact that if you identify a single pathogen.

That’s our IRB [protocol]. You can send off a CLIA approved test for that

pathogen. Now we are encountering situations where we do a metagenomic

screen and then we encounter five different potential pathogens. How do you

address that sort of situation? (researcher 22, workshop 1)
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The researcher’s conundrum results from the novel translation of microbiome

research into clinical diagnostics and leads him to open up a space in this

blurred territory to reflect on the intersection of classification, risk, and ethics.

He reflectively considers the disjuncture between emergent technologies for

classifying and detecting microbes and a regulatory approval process that

assumes that a clinical test will correspond to a ‘‘single’’ pathogen and dis-

ease. This conundrum also makes visible a tension between the IRB require-

ment to use validated and CLIA-approved tests and a clinical imperative to

provide clinically relevant information. The disjuncture between assumptions

about defining pathogens in microbiome research and regulation is not a

struggle but an incitement that puts ethical and practical assumptions and

fundamental scientific questions out for consideration. He asked, ‘‘So the

big question is ‘what is a pathogen’?’’ Researcher 22’s reflections demon-

strate how epistemic concerns about how to categorize microbes arise

through interactions with the IRB and CLIA, showing the entanglement

of ethical, scientific, and market concerns in the context of everyday

research practice. Therefore, ontological and scientific questions (e.g.,

what is a pathogen?) are neither provoked nor resolved in the abstract, but

rather, muddled through within everyday research practices that require

reflective and strategic category work, like seeking IRB approval for the

research on the design of a new diagnostic technology.

Strategizing Around Categories: Crafting ‘‘Fundability’’ and
Anticipating Policy and Regulation

Funding and commercialization opportunities also animated significant dis-

cussion in the workshops. Researchers’ discussion of funding opportunities

and possibilities for commercializing treatments included many exchanges

about strategies and tactics needed to navigate key institutions such as the

FDA and the NIH. We found that this anticipatory thinking and strategizing

formed a key way that researchers enacted values and ethics within the con-

text of their work.

In one of the workshops, when the line of discussion turned to the values

researchers enact when they seek funding for their research, one researcher

pointed to the salience of not just the researcher’s values and priorities but

those of the funders. He commented:

. . . in every RFA there’s an implicit set of values as well, right, that funding

agencies use as important . . . so [a researcher] would say, well, shit, I have to

do this to get funding. I suppose that’s a conflict of values often, and I think
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that might be interesting to explore, like why we feel constrained by a funding

agency that’s probably designing their grants with the values they see as

important. (researcher 25, workshop 2)

We wish we could rewind the tape to ask the group to elaborate further on

examples of how they felt ‘‘constrained’’ by the values of funding agencies.

In a different workshop, these often-implicit constraints on a projects’ fund-

ability became more apparent as researchers discussed the challenges of

navigating the disease-based classifications that organized NIH institutes’

grant review processes. Most NIH institutes are organized around particular

diseases, types of disease, or organ systems. Discussing decisions about

grant proposals, one researcher asked the group how they had handled

microbiome-related proposals, given the NIH structure of ‘‘standing study

sections’’ (grant review groups usually specific to an NIH institute;

researcher 15, workshop 1).

As the group reflected on the difficulty of finding ‘‘a home’’ for their pro-

posals, one researcher described the trouble he encountered when he wrote a

grant about studying microbial communities in healthy populations without

first considering the NIH institute that was the most appropriate to review the

proposal. He ‘‘very naively submitted it,’’ identifying relevant study sections

only after writing the grant (researcher 6, workshop 1). When the NIH moved

the grant to a different study section, the researcher called the NIH program

officer to clarify his proposal, and the program officer asked the researcher,

‘‘Well, what’s your disease?’’ Identifying this disease focus as a problem at

the NIH, the researcher recounted that his experience led him to focus on two

pathogens in the next grant. Explaining the values that directed that choice, he

said, ‘‘we moved rapidly in the direction that we knew was more fundable

because of how the study sections and the institutes are focused.’’ Anticipat-

ing the organization and priorities of funders required researchers to ‘‘think

with’’ and strategize around a variety of institutionalized categories and these

practices provoked researchers’ reflections. Again, categories of health and

disease were at stake in these practices.

Following a discussion of the goals of microbiome research and dif-

ferences between how federal agencies regulate products that claim to

promote health versus how agencies regulate those that claim to treat dis-

ease, one researcher reflected on the growing interest in probiotics. His

discussion of this trend highlighted issues surrounding defining the

healthy state of the microbiome or developing products that promote

health, and regulatory categories like ‘‘supplement,’’ the category through

which most probiotic products are regulated as in the current marketplace
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(researcher 6, workshop 2). He argued that the industry value of ‘‘profit-

ability’’ and regulatory agency value of ‘‘practicality’’ worked together to

shape how industry worked carefully to craft ‘‘claims that don’t catch the

ire of the FDA.’’ While these marketing claims would ‘‘avoid overtly

stating that they’re treating a disease,’’ the wording worked to ‘‘imply’’

that the probiotic products would have relevance for treating diseases. As

researcher 6 observes, this increased regulatory attention on marketing claims

about treating disease provided incentives for probiotic developers to pursue

aims tied to ‘‘health’’ and to focus on developing products that target health

promotion rather than particular treatments specific to disease states, which

they anticipate would attract more attention from the FDA.

In the same workshop, another researcher raised a related regulatory issue.

He signaled a divergence between the assumptions of current FDA regulatory

frameworks dependent on large-scale clinical trials and emergent micro-

biome research that hopes to ‘‘customize an individual regimen’’ but faced

challenges in conforming to the clinical trial model (researcher 22, workshop

2). While clinical trials were based on ‘‘unique, well-defined populations’’

with standardized therapy, treatment, and controls, microbiome research did

not ‘‘lend itself well to randomized control trials’’ because of its focus on

individuals and customization. He posed a hypothetical study to the group

about customizing a therapy based on three microbiome profiles and ten indi-

viduals, joking, ‘‘What is the FDA going to think of this?’’ The group laughed

in response, highlighting the friction between differing assumptions about a

‘‘general population’’ and ‘‘individualized treatment’’ within regulatory fra-

meworks and the promises of future microbiome research.

Answering questions such as ‘‘What is the FDA going to think of this?’’

or anticipating the structure of scientific review at NIH required researchers

to not only anticipate the response of regulators and policy makers but also

to consider how different institutions think and attend to the categories that

organized their structure, practices, and procedures (Douglas 1986). In con-

sidering processes of FDA approval and NIH funding, researchers antici-

pated, strategized around, and reflected upon the potential conflicts

between the assumptions underlying the scientific and regulatory categories

of these institutions and category work again served as a values lever.

Conclusion: From ‘‘Social Implications’’ to Implicated
Values and Ethics

We found that interdisciplinary workshops provided a forum to make

researchers’ reflective and strategic category work legible. Researchers’
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work to define the microbiome as an object of research and of possible

biomedical intervention was inextricable from their negotiations of the

boundaries of scientific disciplines, ethics, markets, policy and regulation,

and the categories embedded in these domains. NIH funding structures,

FDA, CLIA, and IRB regulations, and possibilities for commercialization

and interdisciplinary collaboration each set up different, and sometimes

competing, categories, incentives, assumptions, and values that the

researchers negotiated, balanced, aligned, inhabited, or critiqued in the

workshops. Discussions about interdisciplinarity appeared to provoke more

reflectiveness, while talk about funding agencies and regulatory bodies

seemed to incite more strategizing. Eliciting and crystallizing their category

work during the workshops clarified for us some of the ways everyday ethi-

cal and scientific practices are enacted through a heterogeneous mix of

reflectiveness and strategy.

Interdisciplinary encounters can lead to more confrontational or adversar-

ial dynamics. We believe that key elements of our workshop intervention-

such as using a broad definition of values to invite discussion, engaging

participants in cooperative design challenges, and allowing researchers to

direct discussions of challenges and struggles—contributed to encouraging

reflective discussion. However, context matters too. Interdisciplinary work

itself is valued highly by the HMP. The scientists who participated in our

workshops may interact with one another as peers in other contexts.

Writing grant proposals and gaining ethical and regulatory approval often

involve collaborative work or tactical considerations that scientists often

navigate with insights from colleagues. In contexts where support for inter-

disciplinarity is lacking, or institutionalized funding relationships are absent,

our approach and methods may be more difficult to pursue or less effective in

facilitating reflective conversation.

Additionally, our activities did not push researchers to reach consensus.

For example, we closed one workshop with a question about what research-

ers would like to see come out of microbiome research in ten years. While

one researcher said, ‘‘I just want a point of care diagnostic that can diagnose

the full spectrum of pathogens . . . with a three-hour turn-around time that

could be used in the emergency room . . . ,’’ another explained that he hoped

microbiome research could lead to ‘‘more holistic understandings of what a

human body is and what it actually takes to keep it healthy.’’ He went on,

‘‘And that is not necessarily a battery of fancy medical procedures . . . just

lifestyle choices that actually impact your health . . . . That’s a problem in

medicine sometimes’’ (workshop 1). We did not ask researchers to try to

resolve these very different visions for the future of microbiome science,
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nor did we come to understand how and why researchers came to such

disparate visions. However, allowing these positions to be thoughtfully

articulated within the same discussion was important. Furthermore, the

workshops did not have a direct relationship to actual planning decisions

and study design questions and lacked a clear feedback loop into practice.

We might ask, for example, what if workshops like those presented here had

been included in the HMP’s planning process?

We did not take an assertive stance on whose values should influence the

trajectories of microbiome research; however, critical attention to ‘‘which val-

ues?’’ and ‘‘whose values?’’ remain vitally important. Creating a space for

scientists to discuss values in research design opens up opportunities for reflec-

tion, but such activities do not alone ensure more just or ethical practices. Yet,

fostering discussion and articulation of values implicated within the design of

biomedical research and activating values levers that open up scientists’ cate-

gory work to frank discussion and reflection could be a step toward making the

trajectories of research more socially robust (Nowotny 2001).

The reflective and strategic category work described here highlights the

coproduction of science, social values, ethics, and policy (Jasanoff 2004)

and shows how researchers actively negotiate across these boundaries as

scientific and ethical practices coevolve (Garrison 2013). These dynamics

should prompt ELSI engagements to move toward identifying and inter-

vening in the values and ethics implicated within unfolding research and

everyday laboratory practices, rather than only targeting the assumed or

anticipated future products, effects, or ‘‘social implications’’ of genomic

research. The levers and openings created within the workshop point us

to the need for elaborating further methodological strategies and institutio-

nalized practices that support reflective discussions and enable practices

that create conduits for their feedback into unfolding ‘‘scientific’’ and ‘‘ethi-

cal’’ practices (Science and Justice Research Group 2013). The temporal

and institutional problems entailed by efforts to integrate analysis, reflec-

tion, and dialogue with ongoing research will remain, as long as biomedical

scientists, STS scholars, and ethicists continue to work in silos. However,

these challenges incite us to continue to question, how can ELSI and STS

scholars cultivate strategies for creating feedback between reflective prac-

tices and unfolding research?
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Notes

1. Phase two of the Human Microbiome Project is currently underway and is

focused on the creation of the first integrated data set including the information

about the microbiome as well as the human host from cohort studies of

microbiome-associated diseases (National Institutes of Health Office of Strategic

Coordination—The Common Fund 2014).

2. We would like to thank the anonymous ST&HV reviewer for emphasizing these

points about the potential for such methods and analysis.

3. We do not seek to reduce these points of friction to ‘‘disputes’’ or dilemmas that

have to be resolved to proceed with their work. We do not use category work to

flag when researchers’ categories reduce to values concerns. Rather we draw on

this concept to show how particular assumptions or values embodied by a cate-

gory are actively commented upon. In fact, cooperation without consensus,

enabling collective work without basic agreements are a key way in which cate-

gories work and enable collaboration through their operation as boundary objects

(Bowker and Star 1999).
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